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GLOBAL OFFSHORE WIND

Martin Haag

Adding pieces to the puzzle:
75 nacelles for
offshore wind projects in Taiwan
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WORD FROM THE MANAGEMENT
Dear reader,

Martin Haag

I am delighted to bring you the first edition of our Newsbreeze
Magazine for 2022. It seems that my greetings always come in the
midst of extraordinary times these days – something that seems to
be the norm rather than the exemption now, unfortunately. Europe
is witnessing a dark period in its history. The invasion of Ukraine is
creating a new world order, resulting in extreme political tensions
that are fuelling uncertainty in addition to the terrible tragedy of war.
Once again, the lines between the east and west are becoming more
defined. At Harren Group, we took swift action to help and assist our
many Ukrainian colleagues – and I was truly touched by the levels of
solidarity and desire to help that came from all around in our global
organization. Moments like these make me proud of our team.
Despite the sadness around us, we also see bright spots in the
darkness. Our business is thriving, and we continue to see strong
activity – especially in the Renewables sector, where SAL and Jumbo-SAL-Alliance have a strong hold. We have also recently marked
our first year of working together as Jumbo-SAL-Alliance. This has
been a great and successful journey so far. Neither Jumbo nor SAL
imagined us coming together as quickly and effectively as we have.
I hope our clients feel the benefits of our alliance, too.
Parallel to this edition of Newsbreeze, we are issuing our inaugural Sustainability Report. This marks the first visual step to our longterm commitment to sustainability and a showcase to some of all
the Environmental Social Governance activites we already undertake
today.
This issue comes out as we are about to gather at our industry’s
biggest event: the Breakbulk Europe Show. I hope many of our
readers will stop by to visit us at our booth. I am certainly looking
forward to meeting with like-minded professionals, business partners and friends in person once again. For now, I hope you find time
to enjoy our Newsbreeze Magazine and the many fascinating stories
we have to share.
Happy reading!
Dr Martin Harren, Group CEO
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ADDING PIECES
TO THE PUZZLE
75 nacelles for offshore wind projects in Taiwan

I

n line with the ongoing contract for the shipment of 75
complete 8MW SG 8.0 167 DD turbines, including blades
(see article on page 24), tower sections and nacelles,
from Cuxhaven, Esbjerg and Aalborg to Taichung, Taiwan,
Jumbo-SAL-Alliance proved their flexibility and strength
by safely transporting the sensitive nacelles.

»

OFFSHORE WIND PROJECTS IN TAIWAN
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SAL’s MV Lisa and MV Imke anchoring in Cuxhaven, Germany
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A JOB

PIN PILES
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AS NEAT
AS A PIN

190 pin piles for
Saint-Brieuc OWF

B

rittany (France) is more than just
oysters and scenic landscapes.
Strong winds and high tides
from the Atlantic Ocean shape the
region’s landscape, economy and way
of life – and also make it an ideal site
for wind energy. Designing the SaintBrieuc offshore wind farm would leverage the region’s full energy potential and help France transition to more
sustainable energy sources. It is the
first large-scale offshore wind farm in
Brittany and one of the first in France
to obtain all the necessary government permits for its construction
and operation. Jumbo-SAL-Alliance
proudly supported the first construction phase of the Saint-Brieuc OWF by
transporting 190 pin piles from Aviles,
Spain to Cherbourg, France.
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A GREEN REVOLUTION
Development of a stacking frame
system for 15 blades on deck
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OFFSHORE WIND PROJECTS IN TAIWAN

FOR TAIWAN

T

»

Martin Haag

aiwan is in the middle of a green energy revolution. The Formosa wind farms have placed the
country at the centre of Asia’s growing offshore
wind market and are playing a key role in realizing Taiwan’s green energy ambitions. In addition, the Yunlin
offshore wind farm and the greater Changhua offshore
wind farms are major milestones in Taiwan’s aim to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 50% in 2050 and
increase the share of renewable energy in its power
supply to 20% by 2025.
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Piet Sinke / maasmondmaritime.com

Two fully assembled
continuous ship unloaders
from China to Turkey

A CONTINUOUS

CONTINUOUS SHIP UNLOADERS

Piet Sinke

33

C

ontinuous unloading systems are
becoming increasingly popular in the
medium-to-large capacity range for the
effective, dust-free and nearly silent unloading of coal, ores, phosphates, sulphur, fertilizers and other bulk material. Thanks to their
strong reputation as a reliable and fair partner, Jumbo-SAL-Alliance was trusted to ship
two fully assembled continuous ship unloaders (CSUs) from China to Turkey. Both CSUs
will be used for an imported coal fired thermal
power plant at their final destination.

»
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